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Oxygen Forensic Suite 2012 to Support iPhone 5 and iOS 6, Recognize Encrypted DMG
Images

Oxygen Software announces an upcoming update of Oxygen Forensic Suite 2012, the company’s flagship mobile forensic
tool. The coming new release adds forensic support for Apple’s latest iPhone 5 and iOS 6. By adding support for the latest
Apple hardware and software, Oxygen covers a quickly growing niche of devices running or upgrading to iOS 6.

iPhone 5 Support

The upcoming release of Oxygen Forensic Suite 2012 v.4.6 enables forensic support for the latest iPhone, the iPhone 5.
Every new iPhone brings Apple thousands new customers and upgraders. By supporting the latest iPhone, Oxygen
Forensic Suite 2012 offers investigators the ability to analyze the content of the latest generation of Apple phones.

iOS 6 Support

At this time, more than 15% of all users of Apple devices are already using iOS 6. With Apple’s generous upgrade policy,
more iOS users are expected to migrate to the new OS in near future. iOS 6 support in mobile forensic tools is extremely
important for performing successful investigations. In version 4.6 Oxygen Forensic Suite 2012 adds full support for
Apple’s latest version of iOS, enabling forensic users to acquire and analyze information from a wide range of devices
using the new operating system.

iOS 6 is natively installed in Apple’s latest iPhone, the iPhone 5. In addition, users of previous models or Apple phones,
portable audio players and tablets can upgrade to the latest OS. Devices supporting iOS 6 include iPhone 3GS, iPhone 4,
4S and 5, 4th and 5th generation iPod Touch, iPad 2 and The new iPad.

DMG Support

The upcoming release of Oxygen Forensic Suite 2012 also boosts support for encrypted DMG images saved by third-party
applications manufactured by Cellebrite, ElcomSoft, Lantern Lite and other makers of digital forensic tools. By offering
superior analytic support compared to many mobile acquisition tools, the updated Oxygen Forensic Suite 2012 greatly
extends the functionality and value of those packages, helping forensic experts investigate complex cases and gang
offences.

Termination of Agreement with AGT Technology (Germany)

Oxygen Software announces the termination of its agreement with AGT Technology (Germany) due to AGT's breach of
contract. Effective immediately, AGT has no legal right to advertise, sell or otherwise distribute Oxygen products, use
Oxygen logos, copyrighted and promotional materials. Customers who purchased Oxygen software through AGT should
send all customer support queries directly to Oxygen Software.

About Oxygen Forensic Suite 2012

Oxygen Forensic Suite 2012 helps investigators and forensic specialists access and analyze data from a variety of mobile
devices such as cell phones, smartphones, communicators, PDA and tablet PCs. Currently supporting more than 6,500
different models, Oxygen Forensic Suite 2012 covers the widest range of mobile devices compared to competition, and
allows fully automated acquisition and analysis of supported devices.
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The unique Timeline feature offers convenient, single-place access to all activities and movements performed by the user
arranged by date and time. Investigators can track user location at every moment, build and map their historic routes,
and clearly see all activities performed by the user at each location.

Another signature feature of Oxygen Forensic Suite allows investigators performing a global search on all devices ever
analyzed with the toolkit. The global search quickly reveals any connections (e.g. common contacts, exchanged calls,
texts or emails) between the phone owners.

Oxygen’s statistical analysis tools allow investigators discover social connections between the users of multiple mobile
devices. Calls, text messages and Skype conversations are analyzed to produce charts and tables revealing the users’
closest circle at a glance.

Oxygen Forensic Suite 2012 guarantees zero-footprint operation, leaving no traces and making no modifications to the
content of the devices, making it the tool of choice among government and law enforcement agencies, security services
and forensic organizations in more than fifty countries.

About Oxygen Software

Founded in 2000, Oxygen Software offers the most advanced forensic data examination tools for smartphones and
mobile devices. The company is dedicated in delivering the most universal forensic solution covering the widest range of
mobile devices running Symbian, Windows Mobile, Blackberry, iOS, and Android operating systems. As a result, Oxygen
Forensic Suite receives great response at forensic conferences, exhibitions and trainings, and occupies a spot in the top
of the list in relevant tests for extracting more data than competition.

# # #

More information about the company and its forensic solutions is available at www.oxygen-forensic.com


